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Objectives for this session—for participants to
demonstrate skill in three areas…
• Administering TILLS Written Expression Subtest
• Scoring:
– Content units for WE-Discourse score
– T-units for WE-Sentence score.
– Error words for WE-Word score

• Interpretation
– In relation to broader picture
– Qualitative features that influence scoring

Written Composition

• Language disorder
• Learning disability
• Low expectations
• Inadequate teaching/
experience
• Self doubt

Affected
negatively by

Developmental
Skill
Attention, thought, memory
• Sentence/discourse
knowledge
• Sound/word knowledge
• Pragmatic understanding of
context and audience

• Formal education
• Experience with mentoring
and other forms of specific
feedback
• Positive support
• Self reflection

Affected
positively by

Prior Research: Students with
Language Learning Disabilities & Risks

• Discourse level
– Fewer total words (Barenbaum, Newcomer, & Nodine, 1987)
– Fewer story components (Roth & Spekman, 1986; Nelson & Van Meter, 2007)

• Sentence level
– Lower MLTU (Hunt, 1968), Content per T-unit (Hunt, 1977)
– More grammatical errors (Mackie & Dockrell, 2004; Nelson, 2013) Nelson & Van
Meter, 2007; Windsor, Scott, & Street, 2000)

–Word level
– More words with errors and omission (Scott & Windsor, 2000; Gillam &
Johnston, 1992)

– More spelling errors (Hauerwas & Walker, 2003)

Gathering a Writing Sample: Candidate
Methods
• Original composition—“Free writing” (Hunt, 1970)
– Write a story. Stories tell about a problem and what
happens (Nelson, Bahr, & Van Meter, 2004)
– Story starters
– Picture stimuli
– Writing essays
• Summarizing videos or expository texts (Scott & Windsor,
2000)
• Sentence combining—“Rewriting” (Hunt, 1970)

Background
• Evaluation of pilot versions
– Original Story task
– Sentence Combining task
– Graphic organizer task

• Sentence combining
– More discriminative (higher effect sizes)
– Correlated with original story task

(Nelson, Plante, Helm-Estabrooks, & Hotz, 2016)

Language Levels X Modalities Model

Nelson, N. W., Plante, E., Helm-Estabrooks, N., & Hotz, G. (2015). Test of Integrated Language and Literacy
SkillsTM (TILLS™). Brookes Publishing Co., Inc. **Note that Vocabulary Awareness was supported by Factor
Analysis to be aligned statistically more with the sentence/discourse level than the sound/word level.

Identification Core Subtests
and Sensitivity/Specificity
6-7 year olds
• Core subtests

• Vocab Aware
• Phoneme Aw
• NW Rep
• Sensitivity 84%
• Specificity 84%

8-11 year olds
• Core subtests

•
•
•
•

Vocab Aware
NW Spell
NW Read
WE-Discourse

• Sensitivity 88%
• Specificity 85%

12-18 year olds
• Core subtests

Phoneme Aw
NW Spell
Rdg Comp
Reading
Fluency
• WE-Word
•
•
•
•

• Sensitivity 86%
• Specificity 90%

Administering the WE subtest

Subtest 11. Reading Fluency
Subtest 12. Written Expression
SELECT CORRECT STORY FOR AGE
• Story A: The Class Pet (ages 6;6-7;11 years)
– 16 content units
– 68 words

• Story B: The Principal’s Daughter (ages 8-10 years)
– 20 content units
– 85 words

• Story C: When the School Closed (ages 11-13 years)
– 31 content units
– 130 words

• Story D: The Building (ages 14-18 years)
– 33 content units
– 134 words

11. Reading Fluency
Say, “Here are some facts that tell a story. First, read the title out
loud.”
“Now read the facts.” If the student is an emergent reader, you
may say, “Just read the words you know.”
Fluent means without
without—
• Hesitation
• Sounding out
• Omission
• Repetition
• Inaccuracy

12. Written Expression
• Say, “Here’s another story. It has facts
about a little dog.”
• Read from Stimulus Book
• “It’s okay but it sounds choppy.”

• “Here is an example of how you could
put the facts together to make it
sound less choppy and more
interesting.”
• [read from Response Form]

• May add, “Do you see how this person
used the facts, but put them together
in a better way?”

The Little Dog
There was a dog.
He was little.
He was brown.
He was white.
A car almost hit him.
It was in front of our school.
He was scared.
He was okay.

12. Written Expression
• Turn back to the student’s story
• “Now it’s your turn to put the facts for your story
together in a way that sounds better. You can write
your story here. [back page of response form]
• IF THERE WERE ANY PROBLEMS with reading fluency,
say, “I’m going to read these facts with you again
while you follow along.”
• Say, “Be sure you include all the facts. Do you have
any questions? [answer] Let’s begin.”

Administration - FAQs
What if the student is just copying?
• “Remember that your job is not to copy the story. Your job is to use these
facts and put them together in a way that sounds less choppy and more
interesting.”

What if the student is working slowly?
• Ave time to administer—10 min.
• After 20 min. Say “Finish this sentence, and then you can stop.”
• Make a qualitative comment

What if the student stops prematurely?
• Say “You still have some time to work on your story.”
• If this continues, say, “Are you done?” and accept the student’s response.

Administration - FAQs
What if I don’t think my student can perform this task?
• Do not administer to students less than 6;6
• At age 6;6 or older
• Attempt to administer and score any attempt (use as baseline)
• Allow time

• Say, “Are you done?” and accept student’s response.
• Score any attempt
• If nothing to score, score 0 and compare to normative data

Scoring the WE subtest
• Discourse score
• Sentence score
• Word score

Discourse score

Circle any content units
included.
• Look for content
expressed in underlined
words
• May be expressed with
synonyms
• May be in a different
order

Content Units
(9 yr old girl)

16 Content Units /20 possible X 100 = ___%
80
• ___
= Discourse Score
• ___ Content Units/ ___ T-units = ____ = Sentence Score
• ___ Total Words - ___ Error Words = ___ Total Correct Words/___Total Words X
100 = ___ % Words Correct = Word Score

Sentence score
T-unit
“Minimal Terminable Unit”

“One main clause plus the subordinate clauses
attached to or embedded within it” (Hunt, 1965, p. 49)

Why T-units?
• Syntactic growth  Say more in fewer words
• The kids saw her, and they got scared. (2 T-units; 1 content unit per T-unit; 8 words)
• The kids saw her and got scared. (2 content units combined in 1 T-unit; 7 words)

• Best to capture developmental growth
• Best to distinguish students with disorders
• Avoids problems of “interminable” run-on sentences
See Tutorial on pp. 86-112 in Examiner’s Practice Workbook

Independent and Dependent Clauses
Independent (Main) Clause

• Has NP + VP
• Can stand alone
• May begin with
coordinating conjunction
•
•
•
•

And
But
Or
So

• Look at what follows—
Does it have a NP + VP?
(if not, it’s not independent)

Dependent Clause or Phrase
• MAY have NP + VP
• Cannot stand alone
• Subordinate clause: because, when,
although, after, if, so that, …
• And the kids got happy because they
knew Sarah.
• When the hamster got back in the
cage, he went to sleep in the corner.

• Relative clause: who, which, that

• She put makeup on, which made her
look scary.
• The principal had a daughter, who
was named Sarah.

• Noun clause: that [optional]

• The people knew that the building
was used in a war.

• Phrases

• She put on clown makeup and went
to school.

Counting T-Units

• ___ Content Units /20 possible X 100 = ___% = Discourse Score
16 Content Units/ ___
11 T-units = ____
1.45 = Sentence Score
• ___
• ___ Total Words - ___ Error Words = ___ Total Correct Words/___Total Words X
100 = ___ % Words Correct = Word Score

Word score
• Circle and count all error words
• Misspelled: [sprised]/surprised, [hamter]/hamster
• Omitted words that must be added to make a sentence grammatical: “The hamster was
out / [*they] didn’t know where to find it.”
• Repeated or substituted words: “The hamster out out.”
• Words that are not inflected correctly (plural or verb endings that are omitted or added
inappropriately): “The hamster escape.”
• Words with letter oriented in the wrong direction: “She qut a reb dall on her nose.”
• Words with incorrect within-word punctuation: dont or want’s

• Count total words for use in calculating % words correct
• Do not count
• Capitalization errors or consistent letter formation distortions as errors
• Words in the title or “the end” either for total words or error words

Counting Error
Words

• ___ Content Units /20 possible X 100 = ___% = Discourse Score
• ___ Content Units/ __ T-units = ____ = Sentence Score
97
67 Total Correct Words/___Total
69 Total Words - ___
69
2 Error Words = ___
• ___
Words X 100 = ___
%=
Word Score

Another practice sample
(9 yr old girl)

12 Content Units /20 possible X 100 = ___%
• ___
= Discourse Score
60
11 T-units = ____
1.09 = Sentence Score
12 Content Units/ ___
• ___
49 Total Words - ___
6 Error Words = ___
• ___
Words X 100 =
49
43 Total Correct Words/___Total
___
88 % Words Correct = Word Score

Interpreting the WE subtest

Keep in mind the broader picture.

What the three WE scores can tell you
• Written expression = Language expression
– Discourse. Ability to maintain original content (writing fluency)
– Sentence. Ability to use syntax to combine multiple ideas
– Word. Ability to spell real words and inflect them correctly in
sentences

• Patterns of strengths and weaknesses
– Relative to other TILLS subtest scores
– Relative to information on Student Language Scale (SLS)
– Relative to other formal and information assessment information
about student

Scoring and Interpretation Questions

What if student writes only 1 sentence or nothing?
1. Student writes a total of 4 words, “Sara was a clown”
– Discourse score

• 2 content units [3. Her name is Sara.] and [4. She wants to be a clown.]
• 2/20 = 10% raw score
• Captures small sample

– Sentence score
• 2/1 = 2.0*

– Word score 1 T-unit, and 4 words, all correct.
• 4/4 = 100%*

– “*Small sample; interpret with caution”

2. Student writes nothing even after ample encouragement and time
– Score 0 for raw score

• Discourse: for age 6;6, a raw score of 0% = SS 6
• Sentence: SS 4
• Word: SS 0

– *Qualitative note about student’s approach to task

Consider teacher,
parent, and student
input on the SLS
Correlation between Items 34 and Sound/Word
Composite:
Teachers = .671**
Parents = .595**
Correlation between Item 8
and Written Composite:
Teachers = .528**
Parents = .631**
Students = .267**

What if the student copies?
• Administration. Use reminder about nature of task.
• Scoring
– Discourse. May score close to 100%
• Can compare to norms for written expression fluency.
• Look at SLS, curricular writing tasks

– Sentence. Will score close to 1.0
• Compare to norms
• Consider syntax in other contexts

– Word. May or may not score close to 100%
•
•
•
•
•

Inaccuracies are meaningful
If highly accurate, is this consistent with other evidence?
Consider Nonword Spelling
Consider what digit span tasks reveal about memory
Consider word usage in curricular contexts

Small sample, partial copying, and difficult T-units
5th Grade Girl: Age 10/5

She

*Took 30 min

Discourse: 10/20 = 50 SS=3
Sentence: 10/5 = 2.0 SS=11
Word: 35-1=34/35 = 97 SS=11

T-unit division does not rely on student punctuation.
Student Age 9;8

Discourse 12/20 = 60% SS 7
Sentence 12/7 = 1.71 SS 12
Word 51- 9 = 42/51 = 82% SS 5

As an SLP, should I be assessing written expression?
• On SLP’s caseload for mild deficits in
8 yr 8 mo girl
speech sound production.
• Being evaluated for LD

The Principal's Daughter
a
is
The Principal's has Daughter. Her name Sara. She
want to be a clown. On Monday she came as a
clown. she walked into the class the children whar
cried! Sara took off her wig and evey baby was
happy.
Discourse 10/20 = 50% SS 6
Sentence 10/8 = 1.25 SS 9
Word 38 - 7 = 31/38 = 82% SS 5
1

Interpreting WE scores for 8 yr 8 mo girl
Broader Concerns/ Strengths
• One year ago on TOLD-4:
Primary
• Spoken Language
Composite well within
ave. range
• Organizing Composite
1.5 SD below mean
• Listening Composite
almost 1 SD above the
mean.
• One year ago on CTOPP-2,
PA total around 1 SD
below
• “Strong vocabulary and her
sentences are syntactically
more complex than most of
her peers.”
• “Great conversationalist
with both peers and
adults.”

Ident Core Score

27

Sound/word

58

Oral composite

83

Cut score for age

34

Sentence/discourse

78

Written composite

58

Can a student be gifted at language arts and still have a problem with
written expression?
how/who
wont/wants
b/be
she/see
o/on
stof/stuff
he/her
looked/look
chidren/children
sents/since
scard/scared
prisapal’s/principal’s
how/who
new/knew

Discourse: 18/20 = 90% SS 11 (35th %ile)
Sentence: 18/7 = 2.57 SS 14 (96th %ile)
Word: 74/88 = 84% SS 0 (0 %ile)

1
8

10;7 Grade 5 boy with dyslexia

Ident Core Score

44

Sound/word

88

Oral composite

113

Cut score for age

34

Sentence/discourse

126

Written composite

95

What if my student adds information? Can a Sentence score be less than 1.0?

Discourse 11/31 = 35% SS 0
Sentence 11/14 = .79 SS 3
Word = 111-10 = 101/111 = 91% SS 5

What if my student has an atypical problem?

Interpreting TILLS for 15;11 yr old girl with Diffuse Brain Injury
• Diffuse brain injury at age 12
• Prior to the incident had a reported IQ of 137
• Post coma—Motor apraxia to learn to walk and eat again; spoke in
single words to short phrases with significantly reduced intelligibility.
• Rapid growth, but problems remain
– significant word retrieval
– short term memory
– speech intelligibility (rapid rate and decreased volume)

• At school
– Small group instruction for reading and math support
– One-on-one assistant in general ed. who helps with note taking
– Accommodations with reduced demands (12 - 15 vocabulary words instead
of 20, etc.)
– Enjoys reading school-assigned texts as well as popular fiction
• Recall of details from self-chosen books is generally good
• Making academic progress, but slower than first three years of recovery.

15;11 girl in Grade
10, post brain injury
Discourse 31/33 = 94% SS 11
Sentence 31/24 = 1.29 SS 5
Word 100% SS 13

15;11 yr old girl with Acquired Brain Injury

15;11 yr old girl with Acquired Brain Injury

Sound/word

95

Oral composite

47

Sentence/discourse

45

Written composite

85
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Thank you!

Comments & Questions
•
•
•
•
•

Administration
Counting content units
Counting T-units
Counting error words
Interpretation

• For More Information on TILLS
• www.brookespublishing.com/tills
• www.facebook.com/tillstest
• www.pinterest.com/brookespubco/tills

